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Case Summary - Practice Guidance 

What is a Case Summary and when is one required?  

1.1 A case summary is an update of our work with a child and their family that gives 

an overview of why we are involved; what the recent key events have been and 

whether we are making a difference for the child. It also sets out what we have 

been doing and what needs to happen moving forward.  

1.2 Case summaries should be a short, concise, analytical update. They fill a 

separate purpose to supervision, chronologies, children’s plans, assessments 

and reviews.  

1.3 Case summaries offer an opportunity to critically reflect on the work being done 

with a child and their family, whether this is making a difference and what else 

needs to and can be done.  

1.4 Case summaries also offer colleagues and other professionals a clear overview 

of what is happening now and plans in the absence of the allocated worker.  

1.5 The case summary is part of case notes on LCS. There should be a summary for 

every child open to Bradford Social Care which should be updated every 3 

months or in a shorter time if there are significant changes.  

1.6 A Case Summary should be completed on first allocation, prior to transfer and 

case closure.  

What is recorded in a Case Summary?  

1.7 A Case Summary should be completed using the headings below, using the 

notes under each heading for guidance.  

(i) Child’s profile  

Provide an overview of the child and their situation – what is it that makes them 

unique and individual. Set out what is important to them and what we understand 

about their daily experiences. Be clear about their wishes and feelings. For a child 

with disability, include the diagnosis.  

(ii) Background information  

Provide a brief summary of any previous involvements, any key events and dates. 

Set out any significant events that have impacted the child and family. 
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(iii) Purpose of our involvement  

State briefly what is the purpose of our involvement with a child and their family? 

What are the key risks and what are we worried about? What is working well and 

what are the safety factors? What are we trying to achieve and how do we make this 

happen?  

Record the legal status and any arrangements for contact.  

Say where the most recent Child’s Plan can be found, as well as any safety plans or 

risk assessments relevant to the current situation.  

For a child with a disability, set out the care package and the personal budget 

details.  

(iv) Progress made / case update  

What has happened in the last 3 months? Note any key events. Are we making a 

difference for the child and their family? How do we know this (what is our evidence 

of changes or outcomes)? What has or hasn’t changed? Why have things changed, 

or why haven’t things changed? What is the child’s experience?  

(v) Case goal and what needs to happen next?  

What are our goals for the child? Is the plan we have in place achieving these goals? 

If so, how do we continue to build on this? If not what needs to happen to achieve 

them? Be clear about any contingency plans if the proposed plan does not support 

change. 

(vi) Involvements  

List the key professionals and telephone numbers. 

Practice Guidance  

1.8 Case Summaries should be brief, analytic pieces of work that help a worker to 

think through the progress of our involvement with a child and their family. They 

do not need to contain lengthy descriptions of events described elsewhere in 

case records.  

1.9 Each case summary should be a current reflection of what is happening for the 

individual child and family; it should not be repetitive or hold non relevant 

historical information. All previous case summaries will be evident in case notes.  

1.10 A Case Summary should be a chance to critically reflect on whether we are 

making a difference for a child and why change is or is not happening. The why 

question is crucial because this will inform planning about what needs to happen 

next. If we can examine why there have been positive changes, this will help to  
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understand what is needed to maintain these changes. If things are not changing 

and there continues to be concerns about a child’s safety and wellbeing, or if 

things are deteriorating, then it is important to think about what needs to happen 

to address this. This should include rethinking the current plan and reflecting on 

the barriers to change and what can done to address these barriers or move 

forward in a different way. This analysis should also consider whether escalation 

of the current level of involvement with the family is required.  

1.11 A Case Summary sits alongside a Child’s Plan and reviews the progress of that 

plan, but it fulfils a different function. A Case Summary provides an overview of 

the direction of our work with a child and their family allowing us to reflect on the 

impact we are having; a Child’s Plan provides a more detailed SMART 

breakdown of the work being done to support and create change with a child and 

their family. 


